Federation: Diamond
Max Roster Limit: 8 (This will allow for a dedicated Tag Team, Six-man/woman Tag team and up to 3
singles wrestlers should you choose to go this route which is highly suggested!)
At least 1 of your wrestlers needs to be a female representative. I intend on having a dedicated
Women’s Division complete with singles, tag and six-woman titles
For the 1st cycle only, managers are allowed to transfer in up to 8 wrestlers for free. After that
managers will not be allowed to transfer in. If a manager wants to be a part of the league they will need
to contact me directly first so that I can decide for myself if they will be a good fit for the league.
Trash talk is mandatory! You must submit TT as much as possible in order to guarantee that feuds,
angles and storylines are the nucleus of the league. If you miss a cycle here and there that is fine but you
must aim to be as consistent as possible or you will be exiled from the league. I want managers
engaged and throwing the kitchen sink at each other! The more feuds the better. This league is called
Wicked Warz for a reason.
No Stable Initials are allowed. If you are part of a stable you can let me know what that stable is and I
will indicate this in my Commissioner Reports.
All managers must register onto the War Room ProBoard which I have already created. This ProBoard
will serve as an exciting extension to the regular bulletins that managers receive every cycle. This will
give you a chance to escalate feuds and storylines in between the bulletins. I will be closely monitoring
the board to see which managers are participating and which are not. The Boards will essentially be an
extension of my reports but with extra content which will not be found in the report itself. Once I
receive confirmation that you will be active in the league I will email you the link. The best ProBoard
experience will be had using a desktop connection but a mobile version of the site is very user friendly
and convenient as well.
Once the league is started I would like for all communication with me to be done through the PM
feature on the Proboard. This will help me to ensure that I stay on top of any and all questions,
suggestions or concerns needing to be addressed. I am holding myself to a 24 reply rule meaning that
any manager who reaches out to me will receive a reply within 24 hours.

If the league manages 50 cards or more:
League Champion will receive 15 free matches + $50,000
TV Champion will receive 5 free matches + $25,000

If the league manages 100 cards or more:
League Champion will receive 25 free matches + $100,000
TV Champion receives 10 free matches + $50,000

Commissioner Title Victories: $25,000 + 5 free matches
Best Trash Talk for the cycle: $25,000 + 2 free matches
Commissioner Title defense: $20,000
Running the Gauntlet: $15,000
Most Wins for the cycle: $10,000
Advance in any tournament: $5,000

Any manager who takes the $12 match deal or higher receives 2 free battle royal entries as a result but
you MUST SUBMIT TRASH TALK THAT CYCLE OR THE 2 FREE BATTLE ROYAL ENTRIES WILL NOT BE
HONORED!
Any manager who takes the $12 match deal or higher 3 consecutive cycles will receive a 3 for $1 Match
deal the following cycle. This means that for $12 you would get a total of 36 matches + the 2 free battle
royal entries (AGAIN YOU MUST SUBMIT TRASH TALK THAT CYCLE OR THE 2 FREE BATTLE ROYAL
ENTRIES WILL NOT BE HONORED). If you do not use this deal the cycle following the 3rd consecutive
cycle you can use it at another time and that 4th cycle will revert back to the regular $12 match deal.

If you refer a manager to me for league entry and that manager is accepted in then the referring
manager will receive 5 free matches and $10,000 to add to one of his/her wrestler’s earnings.

Excellent overall graphic presentation (I strive to be the best in the game)
League Wide Stats
Singles Rankings (For both Male and Female wrestlers)
Multi Rankings (For both Male and Female wrestlers)
Turnbuckle Thursday’s Main Event
Commissioner Champions and #1 Contenders

Tournament Brackets for the following:
#1 Contender for Commissioner Titles
$1,000,000.00 War Room Challenge
Calamity Contract (Winner gets a shot at any Commissioner title they choose)

Wins/Losses Tracker each cycle for all singles, tag and six-man/woman teams including win percentages
Complete League Wide Title Tracker
Complete Strat Totals for each Wrestler from previous cycle
Dedicated Trash Talk Section (extended further into the War Room ProBoard)
Superstar Spotlight Interview every cycle
Wrestler to watch for
PPV Calendar
War Room Updates
Cycle Recaps (Feuds, significant matches, win streaks etc.)
And more on the way!

